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SPACE HOME
“New York is
oNe of the most
fasciNatiNg
cities iN the
world. to
produce here iN
our workroom
is iNcredible.”
—david feldman

Five Years
of fabulous!
Donna anD DaviD FelDman oF Dmitriy &
Co. are celebrating halF a DecaDe oF
exquisite bespoke Furniture.

Dmitriy & Co.
furniture boasts
fashion-minded
attention to detail,
from the Loro Piana
cashmere-wool
blend fabrics to the
top-stitched seams
and notable
silhouettes. The
Belgian Linen Seine
Bed (above), with its
flared headboard
and footboard, is a
signature piece.

108
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Dmitriy & Co. is a closely
guarded secret of top
design firms. Donna and
David Feldman, the
Russian-born, Brooklynbased husband-and-wife
team behind the brand, use
200-year-old techniques to
create bespoke furniture
with traditional European
elements (think handjoined hardwood frames,
hand-sewn upholstery, and
horsehair padding). But if

the techniques are Old
World, the style is firmly
inspired by New York and
the strong personalities that
dwell here. “Each piece at
Dmitriy & Co. tells the
story of whoever owns it,
and that story is intended to
grow richer with each
generation,” says Donna.
This is a city-loving brand:
The by-appointment-only
showroom is in Chelsea,
and all production takes

place in the couple’s Long
Island City workroom. As
David effuses, “New York
is one of the most fascinating cities in the world. To
be able to produce here
entirely in our workroom is
incredible. It’s the perfect
imperfections visible in our
furniture that can only be
the result of truly handmade pieces.” 133 W. 25th
St., 212-243-4800;
dmitriyco.com

.
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